Editorial
It is truly regrettable that some of the Association's
member institutions have ceased payment of their
financial obligations for, perhaps, acceptable
justification attributable to the economic and
security conditions of certain members and for no
justification by others. In both cases this will cause
severe damages to the Association's future if it
continues for a few years to come.
The founding and support of this Association, one of
five similar Associations existing in various regions of
the world, was approved by these banks in
collaboration with the United Nations Food and
Agricultural Organization. For more than 35 years
the Association conducted programs, free of charge,
which benefited the member institutions and as
well gave financial support, such as travel expenses
and allowances, to Institutions' employees who
participated in the Association's activities. The
Association trained thousands of employees,
published a large number of technical reports,
teaching books, technical studies, and book
translations. It further enriched the Arabic and
English libraries with 135 Arabic books, and a like
number of English books, it had authored. Estimated
thousands of employees and managers of those
institutions participated in the Association's
programs and technical meetings of more than 122
scientific activities that served as a platform for the
exchange of experiences and knowledge.
Beneficiaries of those programs expressed, at every
instance, their appreciation and admiration of the
exquisite scientific qualities of such activities,

for which official documentation is all kept at the
Association. Also, the Association was a big prop and
abundant source of information drawn upon by tens
of employees studying for and receiving high post
graduate certificates from universities and
educational institutes inside and outside the Region.
The Association used to receive financial support
from international organizations, and it unstintingly
transferred such support to its member institutions.
Fortunately, the Association had a highly qualified
and faithfully devoted management, as highly
qualified. However, donor organizations are no longer
giving support to the Association due to changes in
their policies. Thus, the Association no longer has a
source of support save the material and moral
support given by member institutions.
On the occasion of the nearing end of my
employment with the Association, no later than the
twenty-second Round of the Asso iatio ’s Meetings
before mid-2018, and due to my extreme interest in
the preservation of this unmatched grand scientific
edifice, I am duty-bound and impelled by the efforts
and sacrifices I made, compared with the personal
opportunities I lost, to say that ceasing payment of
membership fees would paralyze the Association and
possibly cause its disappearance from the Region's
developmental map. Regrettably, this phenomenon
highlights the negative aspects of the decisions of
some parties who give no consideration to the
superior interest which must take precedence over
everything else even if there were justifications
sometimes as mentioned herein earlier.
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At other times this situation stems from personal
reasons causing a lot of injustice to this
developmental Association which, in the opinion of
the majority of those who benefit from its services,
has worked miracles and marvelous achievements.
Termination of the Association's operation or its
disappearance would create a vacuum in the
Region's developmental map, and member
institutions would sooner or later regret that and be
historically held responsible therefore.
Here, it should be emphasized that this is not allinclusive, as there are members who have given and
continue to give material and moral support and
who undoubtedly keep the ember of hope glowing
to ensure the Association's sustainability and
continued existence amid the Region's exceptional
circumstances. For more details please see the
report on the twenty-first Round
of the
Asso iatio ’s Meetings held in Algeria on 31/5 –
2/6/2016.
Yes, I have given note. O God, may you bear
witness!!
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Organization of the 5th World Congress in Dakar / Senegal
24-26/11/2016
AFRACA together with the other 4 sister Associations (RACAs) in the world namely ,
APRACA, NENARACA, ALIDE, a d CICA orga ized the 5th World Congress on Rural and
Agri ultural Fi a e hosted the CNCA of Se egal i Dakar duri g the period 2426/11/2016 .This Congress is customarily organized once every 3 years , by the five
Associations . The first one was organized in Adis Ababa in 2004.
The Five Associations held preparatory meeting at the beginning of 2016 in Dakar attended
by NENARACA representative from Moroco Mr. Mustafa Ben Alahmer whose institution was
NENARACA’s Chair a at the ti e .This preparator eeti g i tiated the road ap for the
Congress.
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Organization of the 5th World Congress in Dakar / Senegal

The Congress attended by 250 persons from the members of the 5 Associations including
NENARACA who was represented by 5 persons from 3 institutions including the Secretary
General Dr. Moh’d R. Mustafa ,despite the difficult security circumstances in NENA Region.
The Congress discussed 5 topics as follows:
• Current and future challenges faced by agricultural industry in Senegal.
• Demographics , agricultural and agricultural industry in Africa.
• What does the future hold for family farms and producers organizations; challenges
,Opportunities and Strategies.
• Agricultural innovations and technologies in agricultural and rural finance .
• Risk management in agricultural financing : best practices and challenges.
On the third day an optional trip was organized to a close Island which was used as a
center point for smuggling African slaves to the USA.
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The Asso iatio ’s E e uti e Board held its 60th one-session meeting at 10:00 am, 1/3/2017, in the
Asso iatio ’s offi e i A
a . Me er of the E e uti e Board a ed ello atte ded:
 Mr. Sid –Ali Benyamina , representative of Algerian Bank for Agricultural and Rural
Development .Chairman of the Board.
 Mr. Hafed Meyad , representative of the CAC International Bank , Dijibouti-Member
 Mr. Mohammad Al-Hyari , representative of the Agricultural Credit Corporation , JordanMember
 Mr. Abed Alqader Osman , representative of the Agricultural Bank of Sudan-Member
 Dr. Moh’d R.Mustafa ,NENARACA’s Se retar Ge eral -Member
•

The Board discussed the items listed on the provisional agenda and made the necessary
decisions, some of which are the following :

•

The Board reviewed the progress report prepared by the Secretary General which embodied
the Asso iatio ’s a ti ities, a d osts thereof, duri g the fis al ear
. The Board appro ed
the report and agreed to adopt its contents.

•

The Board re ie ed the Asso iatio ’s fi a ial positio . a d oted the defi it i its 2016
accounts amounting to about $88 thousand dollars. The primary reason for this deficit is
failure by some institutions to pay membership fees, owing to the difficult financial and
security situations in their countries and because of the small size of returns on the
Asso iatio ’s i est e ts.
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•

The Asso iatio ’s ork progra for
: The Board adopted the ork progra a d its
budget .It hoped that the Secretariat General would be able to implement that program in
the midst of the hard security situations experienced by the countries of the Region. If this
program becomes difficult to implement, more time should instead be dedicated for
contacting member institutions to urge them to pay membership fees, as well as put out
pu li atio s ha i g to do ith the Asso iatio ’s ork.

•

The Board decided that the 22nd Round of Meetings in Khartoum/ Sudan in response to
generous invitation extended by the Agricultural Bank of Sudan last year and to be in the
first quarter of 2018 ( before hot season) .This Round of Meetings would consist of the 61 st
meeting of Executive Board ,the 22nd meeting of General Assembly and a technical seminar
which would discuss issue of common interest. The date and other details will be subjected
to consultation between the Agricultural Bank of Sudan (ABS) ,NENARACA's Chairmanship
and Secretariat and to be as early as possible.

•

The Board decided the subject of the seminar which will held during the 22 nd Round of
NENARACA's Meeting as given above , and decided to be on the subject " Role of
agricultural and commercial banks in rural microfinance" provided that the preparation for
the seminar would start immediately ; in terms of preparation of working papers , locating
the site ,i iti g the parti ipa ts ,arra gi g for e tr isas….etc

•

The members of the Board from Algeria and Sudan expressed their consents to host two
training seminars in 2017 ; each in one of the following Subjects:
 Preparation and evaluation of small – scale projects financed by loans with the use
of PC.
 Concepts and innovations of rural microfinance.
 Financial information for management of a development financial institution.
Provided that the beneficiary member would bear the cost and coordinate with NENARAC's
Secretariat at early stage for the execution of the seminars during the second half of 2017.
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•

The Board call upon taking all possible means to expand the membership of NENARACA,
through ,first inviting the old members who ceased to pay their annual membership fee to
rejoin NENARACA second ; to mobilize new members.

•

The Board decided to submit the suggestion made by some members for introducing a
change to the name of NENARACA to include the concept " microcredit in Rural Areas". This
is intended to attract microcredit institutions to join NENARACA.

•

The Board decided to hold his 61st meeting in 2018 , and to be part of the 22nd Round of
NENARACA's Meetings ,which will be held in Sudan as mentioned above.

•

The Board decided to appoint an Assistant Secretary General earlier to the expiry of the
present Secretary General's term of office at the mid of the year 2018. This is to assist the
Secretary General in mobilizing new members , following up on the collection of
membership fee and carrying out many other configurated errands.
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Publications
NENARACA issued the following publications
•

The report of the 21st Round Meetings of NENARACA in both Arabic and
English and was distributed to member institutions and others.

•

The report of the Se i ar o Agri ultural loa s Colle tio / Repa e t
Effi ie
i NENA Regio i oth Ara i a d E glish a d as distri uted to
member institutions and others.

•

The 44 issue of NENARACA’s Ne sletter oth Ara i a d E glish, here
600 copies of which were distributed on large scale in and outside the region.

•

The ook e titled So e Features of Rural Fi a e i the Near East a d
North Afri a Regio ; Studies a d Re arks Part T o/ i oth Ara i a d
English and was distributed to member institutions and others.

•

The book entitled Basics of Small and Medium Agricultural Project
Appraisal / i Ara i a d as distri uted to e er i stitutio s a d others.
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The Ar hi e

In view of the accumulated experience of NENARACA through the positive interaction with the
member institutions throughout the years of its work in the last three decades, it has been visualized
to present in this magazine some important articulated works and pivotal events related to some of
the member institutions available in the archive of NENARACA, which may have a positive impact on
readers of this newsletter in terms of access and to benefit from their contents in the light of their
historical sequence and what happened to it as it is in the current situation.
As well as to shed light on the role played by NENARACA in the past decades in the development
and improvement of rural finance systems in the region, and in enriching rural finance literature to
serve and address the needs of experts and decision-makers of today.
This chapter will become one of the titles of this magazine in this issue and in next issues.
Following is one of these invaluable historical events:

Workshop on " The Impact of Economic Reform on the
Function and Performance of Rural Financial Market in Egypt

Summary
In 1992, the Principal Bank in Egypt (PBDAC) contacted NENARACA, requesting it to help the
Bank find a solution for the Central Bank’s halting rediscounting agricultural bank’s loans with
subsidized interest. Central Bank’s action had resulted from a comprehensive economic
reform in which the Government abandoned the policies of giving subsidies to Government
organizations so that such organizations should rely upon themselves. NENARACA and FAO
jointly set up a seminar for this purpose. The seminar was held in 1993, and attended by the
boards of directors of all PBDAC's regional banks then operating in Egypt’s 17 Governorates,
and specialized experts. The most striking outcome of the seminar was advising the bank to
start attracting deposits to practice all banking activitied and others, in rural areas. At that
time, the success of such practice was brought to question, because the bank’s management
believed that rural residents had no surplus money to deposit at the banks, and that the Bank
did not have the required experience and staff. However, the recommendation was eventually
adopted by various banks’ managements. The outcome in the first year was positive and
encouraging, which prompted the bank to continue this practice which is, as we now see,
highly successful.
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Workshop on " The Impact of Economic Reform on the
Function and Performance of Rural Financial Market in Egypt
14/2/1993
• Foreword

• Opening Ceremony

NENARACA in cooperation with the Marketing
and Rural Finance Section of FAO , organized a
technical workshop in Cairo on 14/2/1993 , in
response to the request of the principal bank
for Development and Agricultural Credit of
Egypt(PBDAC) .The objective of the workshop ,
was to discuss the effect of the current
economic reform in Egypt on the performance
and the future of the rural financial market,
particularly the PBDAC and its Go er orate’s
Banks .The workshop also aimed at defining
the future work strategy of the Bank in the
context of the new economic conditions, more
precisely the elimination of agricultural
subsidies , exposure of PBDAC to market
interest rates and relinquishment of trading and
distribution of production inputs business.

The workshop was held at the International
Center for Agricultural Development of the
Ministry of Agricultural in Cairo . The opening
ceremony took place on Sunday , February 14,
1993 ,under the patronage of the Deputy prime
Minister and Minister of Agriculture , Mr. Yousif
Wali . The opining speech given by Mr. Wali
praised the PBDAC endeavors and its financing
of the Egyptian agricultural sector .Mr.Wali also
commended the positive step taken by the
Bank in dealing with the side effects of
economic reform in Egypt . Speeches thanking
the French Government , FAO and NENARACA ,
and stressing the importance of the Workshop
and its crucial timing , were also given by
NENARACA Chairman , Dr. Naim Ju a’a ; Chief
of the Markrting and Rural Finance Service of
FAO ,Mr. R.A.J Roberts; the president of the
Association of Arab Banks , Dr Mahmoud
Abdulaziz ; and the Chairman of the PBDAC ,Mr.
Adil Ezzi .The Workshop started its proceeding
by electing Mr.Adil Ezzi as Chairman and Mr.
Murad Ali as repporteur .During the first
morning of the workshop , the two working
papers were presented and discussed by the
participants. Three working sessions were set
up , each addressing an area of the topics of the
workshop.

• Organization of the workshop
The workshop was organized by the three
above – mentioned organizations .The PBDAC
invited the concerned Egyptian institutions ,
,including the top management of the Central
Bank , the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of
Agricultural , the Chairman of Boards of the
Go er orates’ Banks DACB’s , and various
regional and international organizations located
in Cairo . FAO and NENARACA invited all the
international and regional organizations
concerned with the topic of the workshop . A
brief study prepared by PBDAC was presented
to the workshop
describing
the actual
problems faced by the PBDAC in light of current
economic changes in Egypt , FAO ad NENARACA
prepared technical material , including a study
on future opportunities available to the Bank.
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Archive
1993

from the archive"

• Participants in the Workshop

• Financing of the Workshop

The attendance included and international
participants , totaling 104 from Egypt and 17
from reginal and international organizations.
Egyptian participants included the Deputy
Governor of the Central Bank, the president of
the Association of Egyptian and Arab Banks, the
Chairman of the Board of the Alexandria Bank,
and some members of Egyptian parliament.
Participants from outside Egypt comprised
representatives of several international and
regional organizations, such as FAO ,IFAD , the
World Bank , the Islamic Development Bank in
Jeddah , the European Investment Bank , KFW
/Germany , and USAID.NENARACA members
were represented by Dr. Naim Ju a’a
,Chairman of NENARACA and General Manager
of the Syrian Agricultural Cooperative Bank ,Mr.
Mansour Bin Tareef , General Manager of the
Agricultural Credit Cooperation in Jordan and
Dr. Mohammad Rashrash Mustafa , Secretary
General of NENARACA . (The list of participants
and the work program are
available in
NENARACA if requested.

FAO provided the majority of the financing
from a special grant by the Government of
France through the FAO / Government
Cooperative programme , for the purpose of
discussing rural finance policies in some
developing countries .The PBDAC bore some
of the local expenses .NENARACA organized
the workshop in close cooperation with the
FAO and PBDAC ,using all its staff and facilities
and bore pertinent costs.
• Working Papers
As already mentioned above , two working
papers were presented at the Workshop , one
prepared by the local expert and the other by
the international consultant. They are as
follows:
 The Effect of Economic Changes on the
PBDAC and Go er orates , prepared by
Mr. Murad Muhammad Ali , the former
Deputy Chairman of the Bank.


Future Opportunities
for PBDAC
prepared by professor Dale Adams of
Ohio State University and sponsored by the
FAO.
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archive
• Workshop Deliberations
The future strategy of the Bank was discussed
in light of the recommendations included in
Professor Dale Adam's paper, with emphasis on
the following:
•Interest Rate Policies :
Most of the
participants voiced their concern over the
increase of interest rates on loans, considering
the marketing problems and the increase in
production costs presently facing farmers.
These rates could reach as high as 20%.
However, other participants maintained that
market rates are an integral part of the
economic reform programme which must be
adopted, though it was felt strongly that
negative side effects must be tackled. To
decrease the cost of loans, the participants
requested that financing sources less costly
than the present ones, be located.
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• Mobilization of Savings :The Bank's role in the
mobilization of savings and the importance of
concentrating on this source of financing as
the real guarantee of long-term liquidity for
the Bank, were discussed. Some opinions
focused on allowing the Bank to open current
accounts for its clients, as well as the
necessity of exempting the Bank from
depositing with the Central Bank 15% of
savings procured, as a guarantee to meet
unforeseen demands on these deposits by
the depositors. However, the Central Bank
representative said that this was not possible
in view of current regulations, also pointing
out the impossibility of giving the Bank
preferential treatment. It was stressed that
the Bank must intensify its efforts to attract
savings and create new savings products, as it
has been successfully done in Malaysia,
Indonesia, Taiwan, and other countries.

• Agricultural Subsidies : Most
participants
agreed that it was important to gradually
abolish subsidization, since it did not improve
either the situation of small farmers or the
development of the agricultural sector. It
was further agreed that if the State is keen on
providing the agricultural sector with any
subsidization programmes, it should find
means other than through the medium of
credit. Such means must guarantee that
subsidies reach those who deserve it. The
Workshop chairmanship also confirmed that
the elimination of subsidization is part of the
economic reform programme which must be
adhered to and implemented.

• Distribution of Production Inputs :Some
opinions were expressed warning against
the Bank's relinquishment of the distribution
of production inputs, since this activity, as a
financial source, constitutes up to 48% of the
Bank's annual profits. It is also feared that
suppliers of the inputs may exercise
exploitation on small farmers, and may be
unable to provide the variety and quantities
necessary at the appropriate time. It was
further feared that a gap may appear which
the private sector may not be able to fill
efficiently and adequately. Thus, it was
argued that the Bank should remain in the
market to ensure price stability and to
prevent suppliers from exploiting small
farmers. However, the Workshop more
generally felt that the Bank should be
dedicated full time to its main function as a
financial intermediary. It was found
necessary that the Bank relinquish the task
of distribution of production inputs and that
the private sector must take this on under
free competition. To avoid possible negative
results, the Bank is presently establishing
private
shareholding
companies
to
undertake these responsibilities and others
presently assumed by the private sector.
Shareholders of such companies would
include the Bank, individuals, and other
economic sectors.
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• Banking Operations : Suggestions were
made calling for the Bank to provide
additional banking services, such as
especially foreign currency exchange, the
issuance of letters of guarantee and credit,
and internal and external money transfers.
It was requested that the Central Bank and
the
Ministry
of
Finance
remove
administrative and legal restrictions
preventing the Bank from pursuing these
activities. Authorities present replied that
the Bank could not be given advantages not
allowed by law. Here, it was stressed that
the PBDAC should be permitted to offer
services provided by commercial banks,
while abiding with procedures and laws
governing other banks. Thus, all banks
would be treated equally in all aspects.
• Bank's Profits and Reserve : Some
participants requested that the Bank be
exempted from transferring its annual
profits to the Treasury (Ministry of Finance)
to enable it to build up its reserve funds, and
thereby, to do without commercial loans at
high interest rates of up to 13%. In
response, it was stated that since the
Ministry of Finance owned the Bank's
capital, it has the right to receive annual
profits on its investment and has the final
decision on this matter. Professor Adams
voiced his concern that the annual profits
generated by the Bank's funds do not
represent actual profits since the Bank does
not allow for enough annual depreciation on
its possessions. If depreciation was handled
properly, there would not be such large
profits to transfer to the Ministry of Finance.
• The Role of Women :Participants stressed
that the Bank should reinforce the role of
women by establishing a department to deal
with loans for women, to set up special
programmes for women, as well as increase
the number of female employees in the
Governorates' and village banks. This would
enable these women to promote banking
services, savings and loans provided to rural
women.
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• Incentives :It was stressed that it is necessary
to revise the incentive programme and to
base it on the continued evaluation of each
product and each of the Bank's units.
Decisions would, therefore, be made
concerning the continuance of a product
and/or a unit, as well as the proper bonuses
for accomplishments.

• Excess Labor : The
Bank
management
pointed out that excess labor reached
approximately 12,000 employees, and the
majority of these work in the distribution of
production inputs. The Bank is about to grant
up to 150 million pounds in end of
employment compensation to employees
wishing to leave the Bank. The Bank would
make loans available to qualified and
experienced employees who would distribute
production inputs through private businesses.
Participants emphasized that compensation
awarded to employees wishing to leave the
Bank should be large enough to compensate
for any possible risks resulting from leaving
their jobs. It is also necessary for the Bank to
acquire new financial sources for this
purpose. It was suggested that the State
encourage these employees to establish
cooperatives to trade in production inputs,
land reclamation, or to work as agents for the
Bank to collect on loans and gather savings
from clients in rural areas where the Bank has
no branches. Higher levels of excess labor are
found in the Bank's central office, and the
need to decrease the number of employees
was pointed out by some of the participants.
• Training :The participants stressed the need
for intensified training to enhance the role of
the rural woman in banking and finance. It
was suggested that a study tour be organized
to the countries which were successful in
overcoming problems arising from changes
caused by economic conditions similar to
those in Egypt.

• Independence:Several participants indicated
the necessity for the Bank to be fully
independent from the Ministry of
Agriculture. This is important since its
operations and future goals will focus on
financial and banking fields in which both
the Central Bank and the Ministry of Finance
play a larger role.

Workshop Recommendations
Following the completion of the discussions,
the Drafting Committee (names mentioned in
the agenda) prepared and presented the
recommendations of the Workshop to the
Plenary Session. These recommendations as
they were approved by the meeting are set out
below. The late 80's and early 90's of this
century have seen several international and
local changes which have directed world
economies toward abandoning social economic
systems and central planning and steering them
towards market economies and free world
trade. This would lead to greater trade
competition and international division of
responsibilities. Within this framework, Egypt
has adopted several programmes and policies
aiming at rectifying the course of the Egyptian
economy and correcting the malfunctions
affecting its various sectors.

Economic and agricultural policies in Egypt have
undergone several reforms and changes. These
have basically focused on rectifying price
distortions and the concomitant gradual
elimination of the subsidization of agricultural
production inputs.
They also led to the
withdrawal from the distribution of these inputs
of the government, represented by the Principal
Bank for Development and Agricultural Credit
(PBDAC). They have also freed the trade of
agricultural produce and eliminated mandatory
delivery of agricultural products to the State, at
prices lower than their actual level. Financial
and currency policies have also witnessed
several reforms basically reflected in the
liberalization of interest rates, both lending and
borrowing, and subjecting such rates to the
forces of supply and demand until they have, for
the first time, been brought to a level higher
than the prevailing rate of inflation. In addition,
several restrictions and controls have been
placed on the volume of credit available to the
market, and the termination of budget deficit
financing and the emergence of treasury bonds
as a substitute. This has, in the end, led to the
absorption of a large portion of excess liquidity.
Consequently, rates of inflation rates have
decreased constantly until they reached
approximately 10% annually .

From the Archive
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These reforms have had an impact on the
agricultural credit system in general, and on its
linkage with the PBDAC. The abolition of the
subsidization of production inputs and the
Bank's relinquishment of their distribution, has
led to the loss of approximately 48% of its
income whereas its administrative costs did not
decreased accordingly. On the contrary, as a
result of these measures, the Bank now suffers
from excess labor, estimated at approximately
12,000 workers whose primary role was trading
and distributing of inputs. In addition, financial
and currency policy reforms raised the costs of
money necessary to carry out the Bank's
activities. This has, in turn, raised the cost of
interest on agricultural loans to unprecedented
levels and has caused such interest rates
multiply over a very short period of time to a
degree that is difficult for the agricultural
sector (characterized by small possessions and
subject to many risks) to withstand.

The problem has become more complex since
the prices of many agricultural products have
begun to decrease while production costs have
increased. Consequently, FAO and NENARACA,
in cooperation with the Egyptian PBDAC,
organized a Workshop entitled "The Impact of
Economic Reforms on Rural Finance in Egypt."
This Workshop was held under the patronage
of the Deputy Prime Minister and the Minister
of Agriculture and Land Reclamation. The
opening ceremony was attended by the
Governor of the Egyptian Central Bank and the
President of the Association of Egyptian Banks
and the Association of Arab Banks. Participants
in the Workshop included representatives of
several international, regional and local
organizations among them FAO, IFAD, the
World Bank and the Islamic Development Bank,
as well as representatives of the Egyptian
banking sector and the Egyptian Agricultural
Cooperative Union.
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Two working papers were presented at the
Workshop: The first was on the effect of
economic changes on the PBDAC and
Governorates' banks; the second was on the
opportunities available to the PBDAC. The
Workshop also set up three working sessions to
discuss the principal areas of its focus, as follows:
The First Session
Held under the chairmanship of the Deputy
Governor of the Central Bank, it discussed the
reforms suggested for implementation during
the transitory period and in the long term.
The Second Session
Held under the joint chairmanship of the
Chairman of the Board of the Egyptian National
Bank who is at the same time the President of
the Association of Egyptian and the Association
of Arab Banks, it discussed the following topics:
 Role of training to improve the general
performance of the Bank.
 Strengthening the Bank's role in practicing
various banking transactions.
 Reinforcement of the role of women in the
mobilization of rural savings and in banking
operations.

The Third Session
Held under the chairmanship of the Chairman of
the Board of the Alexandria Bank, it discussed
the issue of excess staff in the banks.
Extensive discussions resulted in the following:
In order to enable the Bank to depend on stable
sources of finance at a low cost, and thus be able
to provide credit services at costs suitable to the
conditions of agricultural activities, characterized
by slow growth, high risk, and low returns, the
following recommendations were made:
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1. that the capital of each of the
Governorates' Banks be raised to reach an
amount of not less than 50 million pounds
for each Bank. This would be done in
accordance with the new banking law of
1992, and through the Ministry of Finance,
which is the owner of these Banks' capital,
following the pattern of the regulations
applied to commercial banks;
2. that the Bank be licensed to issue bonds for
agricultural financing, which would be
guaranteed by the Ministry of Finance;
3. that the Agricultural Development and
Credit Banks (DACBs) in the Governorates
be permitted to sell long-term financing
instruments with low costs. This would
enable them to acquire permanent and
stable sources of finance for their long- and
medium term credit operations;

4. that the efforts of the (DACBs) in the
Governorates be intensified in attracting
deposits and savings which would allow
them to increase their own sources and to
decrease dependence on loans from
commercial banks.
5. that the PBDAC and the Governorates
Banks be helped to take the necessary
steps to open current accounts for ordinary
individuals;
6.

that the Governorates' Banks be enabled
to make move towards creating new saving
products, such as those set up for rural
woman, which cater for clients' needs; or
to create instruments for savings for Hajj,
marriage or other purposes, which would
provide for the needs of rural residents.

7. that coordination between the Egyptian
Central Bank and the Ministry of Economy
be strengthened in order to allow the
PBDAC to issue letters of guarantee and
letters of credit under the same conditions
and procedures as applied to commercial
banks;
8. that the PBDAC and Governorates' Banks
be enabled to take the necessary steps to
sell and buy foreign currencies;

9.

that credit policies be developed allowing
new lines of credit that would cope with the
market needs and be in accordance with
economic and social changes facing the rural
population in Egypt;

10. that a move be made towards the opening of
new lines of credit for rural women and rural
youths, which would lead to the creation of
new job opportunities in rural areas;

11. that the base of the Bank's services be
widened in a manner which would allow for
the financing of various Egyptian rural
activities, leading to the diversification of
the business of the bank and to the
distribution of risk.
12. that the performance of human resources
and the development of present training
programmes, with emphasis on the on-thejob training be upgraded. This would be
done in line with the nature of the Bank's
operations in the coming stage;
13. that it be made necessary for the PBDAC to
study the costs and returns on all its
products and all its units as a basis for
continued evaluation and development;
14. that an attempt be made to decrease the
Bank's administrative costs, in order to
decrease the cost of providing agricultural
credit services. It is necessary to tie the
interest on loans with the expected profits of
each activity financed by the Bank;

15. that a study be made of the possibility of
benefiting from establishing or using Time
Package Pricing when determining interest
on loans for small agricultural projects;
16. that the importance of establishing
shareholding companies for the purpose of
procurement of production inputs be
emphasized. Such companies' shares should
be offered, inter alia, to employees in the
Governorates' Banks, to farmers, and
agricultural cooperative societies, thus
creating a distribution network for
production inputs which would cover the
whole of Egypt and would not allow for the
emergence of market defects resulting from
the Bank's relinquishment of the distribution
of these requirements;
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17. that a study be made of several alternatives
for making the Bank's surplus manpower
productive, by establishing companies for
the supply of production inputs, or for
marketing of agricultural produce, together
with the processing of agricultural products.
This would be in addition to the individual
opportunities which may be created by
encouraging the private sector to work in
agriculture or agriculturally-related activities;
18. that clear definition and determination of
the training needs required for re-training
of excess employees, who have the ability
to take on alternative jobs in various
banking fields, be properly prepared;
17. that the efforts put forward to strengthen
the Bank's financial sources to meet the
end-of- service compensation required to
be paid to the excess staff who would leave
their jobs on a voluntary basis, be
increased.
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From the Archive 1993

This programme will be set up in Sudan in collaboration with Agricultural Bank of
Sudan.
The programme will discuss methods of project appraisal and relevant aspects which
determine projects viability for credit financing. It is expected that 25 trainees from
the host institution and other member institutions will participate in this programme.

Exchange of staff training programme
This programme will consist of exchange of visits among employees of member institutions
for familiarization them with same good practices applied in the participating institutions.
Contacts have been made with member institutions who are interested to participate in
the programme to nominate their staff and to determine the countries who are interested
to exchange their staff with them .It is anticipated that 10-12 employees will participate in
the programme during the rest of this year. The implementation of this programme is
contingent upon the availability of political and security conditions that would allow these
visits.

Any other activities requested and financed by international
organizations
It has been customary for NENARACA to cooperate with international
organizations in establishing joint programmes, depending on the field of
interest of such organizations and on the availability of the required finance.
NENARACA is always ready to cooperate with such organizations to carry out
any purposeful programmes.
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For the purpose of unifying Agricultural Credit Terminology in the
Region, and to establish a unified form allowing for better understanding
to this subject, NENARACA will successively present in this column
some terminology of common use, in the three languages, Arabic, English
and French, quoting reliable bulletins and manuals issued by the
specialized international organizations

اإليداع في ال خا ك هن حيا ي
Warehousing of mortagae
Mise en gage
d'hypothèque
 ت يض، ترخيص
Warrant / authorization
Autorisation

استخدا الم ء
Water use rights
Dorits d’usage de l’eau

ائتم ن ل تشغيل

ح

Working credit
Crèdit de production

ربح غير منتظر
Windfall profit
Bènèfice exceptionnel

راس الم ل الع مل
Working capital fund
Fonds de roulement

 اي ء ) دين، تص يه (ان ء
Wiping off a debt
Apurement d’ une dette

شي بال رصيد
Worthless cheque
Chèque sans provision

سند ضم ن
Warranty bond
Aval

السح من األم ال االحتي طيه
Withdrawal of reserve funds
Retrait de founds de rèserve

الراغب ن في االقتراض
Would be borrowers
Candidate a’ l’emprunt

مص ريف (التك ليف) الصي نه
Upkeep expenses
Frais d’ entretien

ال ي د ع السح
Withdrawing restriction
Abroger des restriction

)  است ال ( دين اة التزا، )شط ( قيد
Write – off
Cancelacio’n de una partide

)الرهن الحي ز (مع ح االنت ع
Usufructuary mortgage
antichrése

) بد ن اخط ر ( اشع ر س ب
Without prior notice
Sans prèavis

 ك له، ضم ن
Warranty
Garantie

معدال رب ي ل ائد
Usurious rates of interest
Taux d’ intérét usuraires

تخ يض قيم الدي ن المشك في
Writing down the value of
doubtful debts
Amrtissement des crèances

ضم ن االصدار
Underwriting commitment
Engagement de garantie de
émission
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